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In a short period of 6 months of using the RajooBausano line, the Gazi Group clearly realised the
benefits that the line delivered; it not only lived up to
its committed performance, but also was miles ahead
of their existing lines in comparison.
A veteran in uPVC pipe manufacturing and a user of 12 pipe
extrusion lines, the Gazi Group has more than a reason to change.
In a short period of 6 months of using the Rajoo-Bausano line, the
Gazi Group clearly realised the benefits that the line delivered; it
not only lived up to its committed performance, but also was

miles ahead of their existing lines in comparison. One account of
power alone, the savings were a staggering 40%.

Salient features such as,
•

Unique Multi-drive Transmission System

•

Longer Screw L/D

•

Screw Thermocontrol Unit

•

Multi-stage Thrust Bearing System

•

High Volume Die Head

•

Special Design and Extended Length Calibrator

take

equipment

performance

to

another

level.

With

comparatively reduced consumption of raw materials, the output
of the thin-walled pipe possessed excellent mechanical properties
complying with all quality tests.

The result was confidence…The Gazi Group reiterated this
confidence in Rajoo Bausano by placing a repeat order of a

staggering 6 machines in one go! Rajoo Bausano is now a strategic
partner in the growth of the Gazi Group.

‘I would urge all pipe manufacturers to look outside for newer
solutions in pipe extrusion. The newer technologies empower us
to improve our top line as well as the bottom line, something so
important in this crowded pipe market’, emphasises Md. Anwar
Hossain, Executive Director at Gazi Pipes. ‘I am happy that we
chose Rajoo Bausano’, he adds.

The unique design and engineering also ensure minimal operating
costs. The post sales services continue to be an area of strength
for Rajoo Bausano and is a differentiator in its offerings.

‘Taking the mandate of affordable excellence forward, I am glad
that solutions from Rajoo continue to add immense value across
industry segments. Access to the latest technologies from
Bausano's rich and innovative experience of 7 decades in the PVC
segment and a strong installation base of 6500+ PVC extruders
worldwide,

provides

unparalleled

benefits

to

pipe

manufacturers’, states Sandip Bhuva, General Manager, Rajoo
Bausano Extrusion Pvt Ltd.

About Rajoo Bausano
Rajoo Bausano Extrusion Pvt. Ltd. , a Joint Venture of Rajoo
Engineers with Bausano & Figli SpA, Italy to manufacture and
market pipe and profile extrusion lines including for Wood Plastic
Composites in India, with a special emphasis on African, Gulf and
SAARC markets commenced operations in 2012.
Rajoo Bausano Extrusion Pvt. Ltd., the JV company is a
combination of Rajoo's world class infrastructure and Bausano's
sublime pioneering technology. Through this unique JV,
customers have world class technological products at affordable
price levels.

